Spotlight on Social Learning
December 2020: Communication Month
This December at Sistema Toronto we are focusing on Communication. We often think of music as a
communicative art, without giving much attention to what is being communicated or how, but if there’s
one thing that we have had to think about more than ever in 2020 it is what and how we communicate.
The idea that music is a “universal language” is often referenced by well-meaning educators and
musicians, as the ultimate expression of music’s communicative power. As Kathleen Marie Higgins
argues, in her book “The Music Between Us: Is Music a Universal Language?”, this tempting turn of
phrase oversimplifies the role of communication in music listening. However much potential music has
to communicate, however rich the analogy of language may be, anyone who has taught music for a
living can tell you that music is not immediately comprehensible to completely untrained listeners.
On the other hand, any experienced teacher can also tell you about surprising insights and observations
made by young students, with little or no orientation in the musical idiom they are listening to. Rather
than asserting universality, Higgins invites us to “consider the extent to which music that is quite
unfamiliar can nevertheless become accessible to those who lack the background that would be
presupposed in its originating context”i. Music may not be a universal language, in other words, but
because they are so deeply rooted in shared perceptive processes and instincts, musical languages are
surprisingly accessible to those of us ready to give them our attention and respect.
2020 has been a year that forced us all to adapt to new forms of communication. Students all over the
world have had to adjust to online learning, and to the radically different challenges and expectations
that come with it. In Toronto, demand for online learning has only increased since the beginning of
school year in September, as the coronavirus case count has climbed. The Toronto District School Board
has also revealed that racialized students and students from economically disadvantaged families
elected to join online classes at much higher rates than white and economically privileged studentsii.
Concerns about learning lossiii are compounded by this inequity, as students who face the significant
challenge of learning to navigate online classes are disproportionately those who face other social and
economic challenges.
Learning online presents special challenges, which teachers and students alike have had to adjust to,
especially in music. We began our online classes on March 23rd, eleven short days after the closure of
Ontario’s schools was announced, with almost no experience in online teaching, and like our students
we had to learn quickly about how to communicate effectively in the online classroom. The special
challenges of teaching music online pushed us to develop new communications strategies and practices
for our online classes.
The first communication strategy we adopted at Sistema Toronto was to double down on Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL). The dramatic disruptions to our students’ normal social routines created a
great need to discuss their feelings, thoughts, and ideas in a welcoming group setting, and to feel
connected to their friends. Many of our teachers begin their class with a simple warm up called “Roses
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and Thorns”, in which each member of the class shares a Rose (something that made their day better)
and a Thorn (something that made their day worse). In a similar vein, one of our teachers begins every
online class by leaving the Zoom whiteboard open. The students can doodle, colour, or write about how
they are feeling or what they are thinking about, and everyone can work together on the same page.

Sistema Toronto Percussion Class Whiteboard, June 2020
The true power of a communication activity like this is in its repetition. Repeating the activity every class
lowers the barrier to participate for students who may be reluctant to share. As sharing becomes more
and more of a habit, our students have become more open, and more confident in the bond they share
with their classmates and teachers. They communicate more and more easily.
The biggest communication challenge that all music programs face in the digital classroom is that there
is simply no way for more than one person to be heard playing at the same time. Before March we had
never put much thought into how we could teach without playing together. In our in-person
programming, our students learn almost exclusively by playing together in groups. They can hear the
teacher, themselves, and their classmates, and the rich communicative system that results is such a
basic part of our normal teaching practice that it can be easy to overlook, but online it is simply not
possible. Our teachers have used two main strategies to overcome this challenge, taking turns and
playing along. Each has their strengths and weaknesses.
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Taking turns can be a very effective way to learn online. Each student gets a chance to hear and see
themselves while they play, to listen to each of the other students, and the teacher as they take their
turn, and to take the time to prepare while everyone else plays. Giving each student their own chance to
be highlighted and celebrated in the class, and creates natural opportunities for self, peer, and teacher
assessment. Unfortunately, taking turns online can be even slower and more frustrating than in person,
and it relies on high levels of student engagement and motivation.

Playing along online involves all the students muting themselves, while the teacher plays, sings, or plays
and audio track for the class to play along with. Each student can hear themselves and the teacher’s
audio, which gives them the chance to really commit to a performance without having to worry about
their mistakes being heard. Activities that incorporate movement have been particularly successful in
encouraging participation. Playing along can be really fun and engaging, and it can reduce performance
anxiety for students who are reluctant to perform for their peers. Engaged and motivated students can
learn whole orchestra pieces this way, as our Honours Orchestra did to create this video. The downsides
to playing along are that there is no accountability for the students, and little room for teacher
assessment. Students who decide not to participate, or participate half-heartedly, are easily missed or
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passed over in a crowded zoom room, even if they have their screens on, and teachers have limited
ability to give positive or corrective feedback based on visual feedback alone.
Another communication strategy that has become extremely important to our online classes is strong,
engaging visual elements and hooks. Creating and sharing appealing visual content is MUCH easier
online than it is in the physical classroom, and our teachers have found innumerable ways to take
advantage of this, from using different colours of notes in a score to highlight patterns and repetition or
colourful annotations to highlight bowings and articulations, to graphic score warmups.

Sistema Toronto Annotated Viola Score and Roller Coaster Voice Warmup, May 2020
In our social curriculum activities, we have come to rely more and more on visual content. Some of
these, like the Communication activity Choose your own Advisor, rely on cute or appealing visual hooks
to engage students in conversation. Others integrate the visual elements more deeply. “The Expression
Express” activity, for example, uses a Google slides template from slidesmania that functions as a board
game. In “The Expression Express”, each space that the students land on challenges them to play or
improvise an expressive musical gesture on their instrument.

Sistema Toronto, “The Expression Express” example slides
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Each challenge links to “hint” that defines the terms or offers some ideas for where to start creating an
expressive gesture in sound. Making an activity look and feel fun for the students can be a helpful way
to encourage participation and build excitement about learning in an environment that can easily
become boring and draining.
In some ways, communication has been the theme underlying all of our online programming. Our
students and teachers have adapted familiar methods of communication, and they have adopted and
created many new ways to communicate with one another. They have become skilled users of Zoom,
Google Slides, and other online tools, and demonstrated incredible resilience and grit. Perhaps the most
remarkable testament to the communicative power and importance of music is that our students have
never been more motivated or focused on their musical progress than they are now. For all the
importance of our SEL programming, our students have surprised us again and again with their
eagerness to play and sing, and share their musical voice with us.
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